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main aur charles is directed by gurinder chadha and produced by meghna chopra and gurinder chadha.
it is their third collaboration after both having produced bend it like beckham (which had been remade in

hindi as zanjeer) and bride and prejudice. charlie’s is a story about a middle-class girl who starts a
fashion brand of her own. it is the story of a young entrepreneur who breaks the rules to create a life for

herself. the film stars anushka sharma, deepika padukone, alia bhatt, arjun kapoor, aditi rao hydari,
shaamit tandon, and gurinder chadha in the lead roles. the film released on 26 october 2015. the film
received mixed to negative reviews from critics. however, the film was an average grosser at the box
office. this song was sung by arijit singh and anushka sharma. this song was a duet and became the

second highest charting song on the indian chart after anushka’s smash hit single ‘boys’ (2014). the song
main aur charles was composed by amit trivedi and lyrics were written by amitabh bhattacharya. this
song was a remake of the hit song ‘sajna’ composed by anand raj anand which was originally sung by

mohammed rafi. the song’s background score was composed by anand raj anand and raghav sachar. this
song was released on 21 august 2015. this song was appreciated for its music and background score. no
one knows what’s best. unfortunately, nothing is ever perfect. that is why when we hear about the latest
and greatest, we sometimes find that it doesn’t work. that’s exactly the case with the main aur charles

dual audio hindi eng 720p.
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